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I love Panda
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Panda researchers wear panda
costumes while working with cubs.
All top quotes contributed by
Manish, AIS Mayur Vihar, IV

twinkle twinkle
little star
Pretty Little Aanya’s Tale Of Success

H

ow confident are you? To speak, act
or dance in front of a group of people? Let’s add a few cameras as well.
Would you still stand straight and deliver
flawlessly? Probably not! You would dissolve
into a puddle of sweat and embarrassment,
and that’s fine because a lot of people would
do the same. Then there are some like Aanya
Dube, a student of Amity International
School, Noida. Get the cameras rolling and
Aanya is perhaps the best child model you
have ever seen. And mind you, this impeccable display of talent, when she is still learning
the alphabet as a student of Class I. Yes, you
read that right and you need to continue reading to know more about this bundle of talent.

Starting young
Some start young, and then there are some
who start younger; speaking of which how
young does three years-old sound? That was
Aanya’s age when she started her journey to
stardom with a calendar shoot. The young
star shone bright and soon had a string of
projects in kitty including retail giants like
Fashion at Big Bazaar (FBB) and Jabong (a
well-known online shopping site), a photoshoot for the magazine ‘Child 2018’, along

with numerous television advertisements for
kids apparel and clothing. She also did a
shoot for the IBIS group of hotels and ‘Images Bazaar’. So, if you see this little star on
a hoarding anytime soon, don’t be surprised.

Starting right
Those who start young, learn the values of
hard work and balance, pretty much early on.
Young Aanya is no different. Other than her
modelling career, she actively participates in
various extra curriculars in school along with
focusing on her academics. Great monuments
are only built on strong foundations, and for
Aanya the foundation has been laid by her
mentors, parents and teachers, constantly offering support. “Her school and teachers have
been extremely supportive,” says Aanya’s
mother. She adds, “Aanya has gained a lot of
confidence ever since she started modelling.
She was always a shy kid, but now she has
started talking and opening up.”

At the young age of five, Aanya is a model
for retail giants like FBB, Jabong and more.

Having started very early and still being only
5 years old, Aanya has no plans about where
to go next but if she continues being this good
at what only a few people can manage to pull
off, it is only a matter of time before she

makes it big in the industry and prove herself
in the market. Until then, it’s all about hard
work and determination. Here’s to a bright
future for our little star Aanya.

The best day of my life

GT Travels to Rome

How I Met My Furry, Four Legged Best Friend!
Mayank Verma, AIS Gur 46, V I
Dear Diary,
Today, I want to pen down something special that happened
with me. I am as eager as ever to tell you and also hope that
you are all ears to my story.
You know how it has been raining cats and dogs
since the past few days. The parking lots,
lawns, lanes, etc. had been logged so much
with water that it was getting tough for us
to even walk, let alone play. So, mom
would not let me go out with my friends.
It made me sad and I stood there on the
balcony, waiting for rain to stop. But it
just wouldn’t! Then I suddenly heard
some squeaky sounds, it was almost like someone was crying. I tried to see if there
was anyone, but saw
nobody. Suddenly, I
noticed an adorable
little puppy. He was
the cutest thing I had
ever seen. Then I spotted
another one. Both of them
seemed lost in that pool of
water, and were almost on
the verge of drowning.
Without a second thought, I
ran downstairs to their rescue. I saw that they had managed to take refuge beneath
my dad’s car, which however, wasn’t helping
them. The poor puppies
seemed to be crying. I

took them to the basement and made a shelter for them using
cardboard, some old clothes and bricks with the help of my
mom and friends. I wrapped them up in clothes to save them
from the frigid weather. I could tell how cold they were by
their shivering bodies.
Once the puppies were a little
warm, I went to mom, asking
if she could give me some
food for them. My mom
happily agreed and
gave me warm
milk in a bowl
and some biscuits. I took it to
the pups, who
happily lapped
them up. They
must have been
so hungry.
As I sat there looking
at them, I felt content.
Mom always asks me to
do good things and I had just
done something nice. Today was one of
the best days of my life. Also, I am planning to adopt one of the puppies and my
best friend is willing to adopt the other
one. We will take care of them with all
our hearts. We love them already!
I think this should be enough for today.
Hope you enjoyed listening to my latest adventure. Will see you tomorrow,
good night diary! G T
P.S. This is an account based
on true incidents.

Sharanya Sinha, AIS Noida, KG F poses with her copy of The Global Times in
front of the Roman Colosseum, Rome, Italy. Measuring 620 by 513 feet, the
Colosseum was the largest amphitheater in the Roman world, commissioned
around A.D. 70-72 by Emperor Vespasian of the Flavian dynasty as a gift to
Roman people. It is one of the seven wonders of the world.
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